
“Charlie and the Chocolate Factory” 
Spelling & Vocabulary Words (Chapters 1-11):  

1. torture- great mental anguish or pain Student’s Name: __________________________ 
2. occasion- a special event; celebration  
3. marvelous- causing awe, admiration, or amazement Parent’s Signature: ________________________ 
4. expose- to uncover or reveal *2 points Extra Credit if Returned & Signed on October 17th* 
5. delicate- easy to break or hurt; fragile  
6. eager- being very impatient  
7. absurd- illogical; ridiculous  
8. genius- someone who is very smart and scores a high score on a standard intelligence test  
9. repulsive- disgust; distasteful  
10. tremendous- extraordinarily large in size  
11. anxious- feeling uneasiness, worry, or dread 
12. adore- to love and admire deeply or intensely 
13. sly- devious or untrustworthy; sneaky 
14. ancient- extremely old; existing for many years 
15. bitter- having a sharp and unpleasant taste that is neither sweet nor salty 
16. peculiar- odd, strange, or unusual 

 
***Spelling & Vocabulary test will be on Wednesday October 
17th*** 
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